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LIST OF SUSPECTS – EXPANSION PACK #1  
(7 optional characters, 4 females, 3 males) 

EXPANSION PACK #1 PLAYERS 

RAPINZLE 
Resident of Gullyshire 

 

Optional female 

Rapinzle spent many years trapped in Trimtote Castle with The 
Monster.  A few years ago, a pirate of the Caspar Sea spotted her as 

she escaped from the invisible palace and was attempting to swim 
away.  She now lives in a charming cottage in Gullyshire Kingdom as 

a hair designer. 

Long, flowing gown and an 
extra-long wig. 

HEART QUEEN 
Queen of Dreamland 

 
Optional female 

The Heart Queen is the maniacal sister of Queen Black.  She rules 
Dreamland with an iron fist and is quick to order your execution if you 
cross her.  She is constantly surrounded by her army which is led by 

the Heart Knave. 

Red Queen costume with 
heart décor. An auburn wig 

and theatrical makeup. 

PRINCESS 
ADORA 

Princess of Mystic Forest 
 

Optional female 

Princess Adora is the former Queen of Mystic Forest.  After waking from a 
long-lasting sleep curse, she convinced Magnificent to take her place, as 

Magnificent is powerful and had proven her leadership abilities during Adora’s 
sleep curse.  Princess Adora is the last remaining member of the royal family 
and is unable to handle the stress of being queen.  Princess Adora still serves 

as Magnificent’s chief advisor, however. 

White princess dress, a 
nature-themed crown. 

THE MONSTER 
Ruler of Trimtote 

 
Optional male 

The Monster is a fiend that rules the invisible territory of Trimtote.  
Rumor has it that this beast is inconsolable, unpleasant and even 

dangerous to be around.  Long ago, The Monster had a skirmish with 
Bella’s father over magical blackberries.  In retaliation, The Monster 
vowed to steal Bella on her 25th birthday and keep her as a lifelong 
prisoner.  The fiend kept his word and Bella is now living in Trimtote 

Palace with the beast. 

Lion-style makeup and 
headdress with normal 
party attire otherwise. 

GROUCHY 
Diamond Miner, Silver Tree 

Forest 
 

Optional male 

Grouchy is a bad-tempered diamond miner in the Silver Tree Forest.  
Queen Black sets a rigorous schedule for the seven miners of the 

diamond mines, but Princess White secretly does what she can do to 
make them comfortable. 

Dwarf-life costume with a 
toy pickaxe as an optional 

prop. 

DREAMY 
Diamond Miner, Silver Tree 

Forest 
 

Optional male 

Dreamy used to be a quiet daydreamer but is now the tortured soul of 
the diamond mines.  Queen Black caught wind that Dreamy had a 
crush on Princess Ice White and turned his dreams to nightmares.  
Dreamy has done everything in his power to avoid sleep since that 

day. 

Dwarf-life costume with a 
toy pickaxe as an optional 
prop.  Draw black circles 

under your eyes from a lack 
of sleep due to nightmares 

- use black / purple eye 
shadow. 

GWEN THE 
NICE WITCH 

Resident of Osland 
 

Optional female 

Gwen the Nice Witch is the only reason that Osland hasn’t declared 
war on the rest of the Enchanted Realm.  The balance of good and 
evil in Osland has recently been disturbed after the Naughty Witch 

acquired a pair of immensely powerful magic shoes.  However, 
Gwen’s good magic is also powerful, and she has been able to keep 

things under control in Osland…for now. 

White princess style dress, 
white wig and a glittery 

scepter/wand. 

 

 
 


